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Figure 5.17: Checklists for Planning an SPBL Unit

Checklists for Planning an SPBL Unit 

Stages Checklists

Stage 1: Create 
a learning 
intention for 
both academic 
content  
and SEL. 

Learning intentions:

 F Are written in clear, student friendly language (I can . . . , I will . . . )

 F Are written at the transfer level (application)

 F Allow the context to be applied to another context

 F Clearly connect content and social and emotional learning 

Stage 2: 
Develop content 
and SEL success 
criteria for each 
level of learning 
(surface, deep, 
and transfer).

Success criteria:

 F Provide the ingredients to meet the learning intention

 F Focus on learning at each level (surface, deep, transfer) rather than tasks 
or activities

 F Can be articulated by students

 F Align to exemplars and models that address quality

 F Allow students to have some level of ownership in crafting them

Stage 3: Craft 
the driving 
question at 
the transfer 
level, adding 
authentic 
context for  
the unit.

The driving question:

 F Restates the learning intention as a question

 F Is written at the transfer level (To what extent . . . , When . . . , Who . . . , 
Where . . . )

 F Provides the “Why does this matter?” (authenticity)

 F Adds context

Stage 4: Create 
tasks that align 
with the  
success criteria.

Tasks:

 F Ensure students show evidence of learning at each level of complexity 
(surface, deep, and transfer)

 F Include reading, writing, and speaking at each level of complexity

 F Embed John Hattie’s high-impact strategies 

Stage 5: Create 
an entry event 
to launch  
the sustained-  
inquiry process. 

The entry event:

 F Ensures student-generated need-to-know questions go to the heart of both 
the academic and SEL learning intentions

 F Is embedded with the driving question

 F Ensures students are clear about what learning transfer looks and 
sounds like

 F Makes it so students are able to answer the question, “Why are we 
learning this?”
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